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Protein-Protein Interactions (PPI)

● How to extract information about sets of genes?

● How to perform functional enrichment analysis using 
protein-protein interactions as annotation source? 

● How to prioritize candidate genes? 
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Some Graph Theory concepts: 

● Degree (connectivity or connections): Number of edges 
connected to a node. Nodes with degree are called hubs. 

● Short paths.

● Betweenness: A measure of centrality of a node by the 
number of shortest paths that pass through a node.
● σsr is the total number of shortest paths in 

the graph.
● σsr (V) is the number of shortest paths that 

pass through node V.



                      Graph Theory

● Clustering coefficient (a node): A measure of how 
interconnected the neighbours of that node are. 
Proportion of links between the nodes within its 
neighbourhood divided by the number of links that could 
possibly exist between them.
● ei is the number of edges among 

the nodes connected to node Ci.
● ni is the number of neighbours of 

node Ci. 

Ci Ci Ci
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● Small world network: Typical organization of the 
biological networks. 
○ Few Hubs that connect all the network and a lot of nodes of low degree 
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Some Graph Theory concepts: 

● Small world network: Biological like network organization. 
○ Few Hubs that connect all the network and a lot of nodes of low degree 

● Component: Node are connected to each other by paths 
and isolated from others clusters.
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Any question?



Activities

1. Over-representation and GSEA exercises: 
http://bioinfo.cipf.es/WODA19/doku.php/bbdd

2. Protein-protein interaction exercises: 
http://bioinfo.cipf.es/WODA19/doku.php/ex_ppi

http://bioinfo.cipf.es/WODA19/doku.php/bbdd
http://bioinfo.cipf.es/WODA19/doku.php/ex_ppi

